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Resume

Une serie de solutions propres a ete calculee pour
permettre d'augmenter la concentration a l'etat stable de
l'hydrogene en diffusion dans une region delimitee par deux
cylindres centres sur une fissure infinie dans un solide sous
contrainte; pour chaque solution propre, 1'ecoulement dans la
fissure est nul sur tous les points situes en bordure de cette
fissure. Les solutions propres sont employees pour le probleme
oil les concentrations sur les cylindres de delimitation sont
censees etre en equilibre avec l'hydrure dans la contrainte
regnant localement. Les resultats ayant trait au debit en
travers du cylindre intSrieur, f, sont donnes dans un ensemble
de courbes. Une serie de perturbations pour f est calculee
jusqu'a des termes du second ordre dans la contrainte appliquee.
Une comparaison est faite avec quelques valeurs experimentales
de la vitesse de propagation des fissures causee par l'hydro-
gene dans le cadre de la theorie de Dutton & Puls.
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Abstract

A set of eigensolutions is derived for use in

expanding the steady-state concentration of hydrogen diffusing

through a region bounded by two cylinders centred on an infinite

crack in a stressed solid; for each eigensolution the flow into

the crack is zero at all points along the crack. The eigensolu-

tions are used in the problem in which the concentrations on the

bounding cylinders are assumed to be in equilibrium -with hydride

in the stress prevailing locally. Results for the rate of flow

across the inner cylinder, f, are given in a set of curves. A

perturbation series for f is derived up to terms of the second

order in the applied stress. Comparison is made with some exper-

imental values of the hydrogen-induced crack-propagation velocity

within the frame-work of the theory of Dutton and Puls.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The current state of our understanding of the

economically important problem of "delayed hydrogen crack-

ing" in zirconium alloys is set down by Ells in his

contribution to the Third Symposium on Engineering Applica-

tions of Solid Mechanics, which contains references to

documents dealing with observation of the effect and with

proposed remedies. One of the ingredients of any theoretical

treatment must be a calculation of the rate of arrival of

2 3)

hydrogen at the crack head. Ells and Simpson ' used a

simple approximation in which the variation of hydrogen

concentration associated with diffusion was ignored.
4)

Dutton and Puls treated the hydrogen current more care-

fully, but ignored the angular dependence of the field of

stress about the crack. In this report we are primarily

concerned with producing accurate solutions to the problem

in which the angular variation of the stress is not

neglected. The physical situation is otherwise highly

idealized, just as it was in the work of Dutton and Puls.

Even so, extensive numerical calculations were needed to

produce the desired results. Because these results might

be applicable to materials other than the zirconium alloys

used in pressure tubes, they are presented in a set of

graphs involving dimensionless parameters. In Sec. 8 the
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new results are applied within the frame-work of the theory

4)

of Button and Puls , and a few remarks are made about that

theory, but otherwise this report does not concern itself

with the process of cracking itself.

The problem to be solved is most easily

explained with reference to fig. 1. The head of the crack

is an infinite straight line perpendicular to the page at 0.

Though represented by two lines finitely separated, the

crack is intended to have infinitesimal width. It is

assumed to extend a large distance to the left beyond C and

C . Flow into the crack is prohibited. Uniform tractions

in the y-direction are applied at y -> ±«°.' the region just

to the right of point D is thus in tension in the y-direction.

Steady-state diffusion of hydrogen is assumed to take place

between the two cylinders marked inner and outer boundary;

the problem is to find the hydrogen concentration C as a

function of r and 9. On each of the bounding cylinders C

is required to take values dictated by thermodynamic

equilibrium with hydride under the stress prevailing locally.

The inner cylinder represents a platelet of hydride growing

at the crack head. The outer cylinder is a more nebulous

concept. It is supposed to stand at a distance at which

the dissolved hydrogen is in equilibrium with a distribution

of hydride platelets scattered through the metal. The

region between the two cylinders is assumed to contain

neither sources nor sinks for hydrogen.
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So far we have described everything in three

dimensions. But since the prescribed hydrogen concentra-

tions on the cylindrical boundaries are to be independent

of z, the coordinate perpendicular to the page in fig. 1,

the problem is effectively two-dimensional. Henceforth

the bounding surfaces will be called circles. Also, since

the prescribed boundary concentrations will be even func-

tions of G, we may limit our discussion to the range

0 £ 0 <_ IT, when it is convenient.

Since the prescribed concentrations on the

boundaries are independent of time, we have a steady-state

diffusion problem. Conservation of number of hydrogen

atoms demands that

div J = 0, (1)

where J = (J ,Jg) is the particle current vector. For the

current we shall use the expression

J = -D[VC + CVU], (2)

with

and

U = -CRT)"1 ahV* (3)

°h =
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Here D is the diffusion coefficient for hydrogen atoms in

the material between the two circles; it is assumed to be

independent of position, concentration, and time. T is

the absolute temperature and R is the gas constant. The

quantity U is proportional to the interaction energy of a

mole of hydrogen atoms with the fielo of stress at the

point (r,9); a, is the hydrostatic stress and V" is the

volume of transport . Following Ells and others we

may assume that, in the absence of better knowledge, V" is

approximately equal to V, the partial molar volume of hydro-

gen in the host material. The partial differential equation

to be solved is obtained by substituting (2) in (1); thus

V2C + V-(CVU) = 0. (5)

Since a, satisfies (in the absence of body forces) the

equation

V2ah = 0,

we have

V2C + (VUO(VC) = 0. (6)

The concentrations of hydrogen at the inner

and outer boundaries are assumed to be in equilibrium with

hydride in the local field of stress. Thus for r •*• R-

we have
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C -*• C. = C expC-V1 a,/(RT)]. (7)
1 S II -I'

Here C is the terminal solid solubility of hydrogen in

the unstressed host material at The same temperature, and

V, is the difference between the partial molar volume of

hydrogen in the hydride, V, , and the partial molar volume

1
in the host material, V i.e. V, = V, - V.

At points sufficiently close to 0 we may use
7)

(following Irwin ) the leading term in the expansion about

0 of the stress. For the hydrostatic stress (here defined

13)
to be positive when tensile) we obtain

= | K(l+v)(2irr)"1/2 cos(|e). (8)

The "stress intensity factor" K is defined in accordance

8")

with the notation of Liu , and is /if times larger than the

original Irwin definition. For a system in plane strain,

which we assume to be the case, v is Poisson's ratio for

the elastic material surrounding the crack. Irwin based
9)

his analysis on a number of relatively simple problems

for which exact solutions had been obtained; the error '

discovered later in Westergaard's work has no effect on the

leading term used in (8). One of the simple problems is

that of a crack of length 2a subjected to a tensile stress

of magnitude a in the transverse direction at infinity.
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For this case

K = o(Tra)
1/2. (9a)

However, we are more interested in a crack perpendicular

to a stress-free surface. Various mathematical papers

agree to within 1% that for a crack of depth a from

the surface

1/9
K = 1.12a (Tra) . (9b)

Approximate formulae for K applicable to various curved

cracks of finite length are given by Paris and Sih and

by Broek

At this point the mathematical problem is com-

pletely defined. Once we have the solution we shall use it

to calculate the rate of flow (per unit length perpendicular

to the page in fig. 1) across the inner boundary, viz.

F = J17 [-Jr] R1d0. (10)
-TT r=R-,

It should be apparent that F is proportional to D and to C .
s

Hence we write

F = DC f, Ola)
s

and calculate the dimensionless flow rate f. Similarly we

make use of a dimensionless concentration defined by

c = C/C^. (lib)
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In order to arrive at a mathematical problem

capable of being solved in even a semi-analytical fashion

we have had to make drastic approximations. It is worth-

while to pause here to summarize these restrictions.

First, the two-dimensional approximation is only valid if

the radius of the region from which the hydrogen is drawn

is sufficiently small compared to the length of the crack;

it is also necessary that the radii of curvature of the

line defining the head of the crack be at least comparable

to the radius of this region. Many approximations are

involved in the use of the simple expression (8) for the

hydrostatic stress. It is assumed that the presence of

hydride and of plastically deformed material have no impor-

tant effects on the stress distribution. Also, for (8)

to be applicable all other boundaries (including, for

example, both surfaces of a pressure tube) must be well

outside the region from which the hydrogen is drawn - i.e.

at distances much greater than R-. Yielding produces a

finite radius of curvature instead of a point at the head

of the crack. Clearly R, must be much larger than this

radius of curvature, if (8) is to be justified. The use

of the outer boundary of radius R~ is a device of question-

able validity, introduced mainly to avoid dealing with a

random distribution of sources and sinks in the form of

hydride platelets. Note that we may not take the limit
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R9 "*• °° in a steady-state proble with prescribed concentrations;

a similar situation occurs in heat conduction . This awkward-

ness is a consequence of the infinite length of the crack.

There is no important difficulty in practice, because the

dependence of F on R? is only logarithmic. Finally, the

system must be left undisturbed long enough that the

static approximation is reasonable; possible disturbances

include increments of cracking, changes of hydride shape

caused by accumulation of hydrogen, and changes of temperature.

It is perhaps useful to give an outline of

how the rest of the report is organized. In Sec. 2 linear

combinations of the solutions to the partial differential

7)

equation originally discovered by Liu are chosen in such

a way as to satisfy the condition of no flow into the crack.

It is noticed that for each of these eigensolutions the

integrated flow across the inner boundary is zero. This

is a sign that the set of eigensolutions is incomplete.

An extra solution, which we believe completes the set,

is derived in Sec. 3. The semi-analytical method used to

calculate the coefficients of the. eigensolution is dis-

cussed in Sec. 4. Convergence difficulties are traced to

the necessary existence of discontinuities of the particle

current at certain boundary points (B, A, A1, B' in fig- 1).

These difficulties are removed after two suitably discon-

tinuous solutions, derived in Sec. 5, are added to the
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expansion. Analytical approximations to the solution are

discussed in Sec. 6. The main results of the calculation

are given in Sec. 7 in the form of graphs between dimen-

3ionless combinations of variables. Some more specific

applications to zirconium pressure tubes are made in Sec. £

4 )

where we consider the theory of Dutton and Puls. With

the hope of making the text more readable we have relega-

ted some of the more detailed mathematical derivation

to a series of appendices.
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2, THE EIGENSOLUTIONS

8 )

Liu showed that by extracting an exponen-

tial factor depending on r and 8 from C he could obtain

a solution of (6) for the particular stress field (8) by

means of the method of separation of variables. We shall

now derive the same result by a more elegant method,

mainly because we shall need the method later for other

purposes.

Let us introduce a complex variable z = x+iy

defined in terms of the Cartesian variables of fig. 1.

Next let r, - u+iv be some other complex variable (with

real and imaginary parts u and v) which is to be related

to z via the equation

C = *(z). (12)

tjj(z) is to be a holomorphic function of z for all points

in the interior of the region in which equation (6) is to

be solved; the derivative ^' = -^- is not to vanish in this

region. Then (12) defines a conformal mapping of the

domain of interest in fig. 1 onto the C-plan< . It is

merely a matter of elementary differentiation to show that

V2 = |^'(z)| 2 V_2 (13a)

and that
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(V U O V = |i|>' (z) | 2 ( V U ) - V r ; (13b)
—Z —Z —L, —C,

the second equation holds for an arbitrary function U.

Thus equation (6) also holds in the transformed plane,

with x and y replaced by u and v.

For the particularly simple expression (8)

assumed for the hydrostatic stress in Sec. 1 we obtain

U = -2Q r"1/2 cos(Je

with

Q = |(1+V)KV"/[(2TT) 1 / 2RT3. (15)

We next choose a conformal transformation which makes U

a linear function of u. This is

= Q z~1/2; (16)

the z-plane is assumed to be cut along the negative x-axis

to make (16) single-valued. The effect of the mapping (16)

on the bounding contour of fig. 1 is shown in fig. 2.

The Cartesian and polar coordinates in the transformed plane

are related to the polar coordinator in fig. 1 via:

-1/9 1
u = tcosw = Qr ±7 cos(±6) (17a)

v = tsinu = -Qr sin(±6). (17b)
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Thus

t = Q/r 1 / 2 (18a)

and
to = - •=- y .

3u

The transformation

produces the equation

1_1 + £_1
9u 3v

Uob)

It follows .hat

U = -2u. (19)

Thus the transformed version of the fundamental equation

(6) yields

( 2 0 )

C = eu¥ (21)

(22)

Equation (22) is essentially the wave equation in two dimen-

12 )

sions. Its solutions in polar coordinates are well known

to be modified Bessel functions of argument t multiplied

by cosines (or sines) of argument u). Thus the solution

to (6) (for boundary conditions even in 8) is of the form

C = eu{A In(t) + B K (t)} cos(noj), (23)
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where A and B are arbitrary constants. This is the form

of the solution of the partial differential equation

found by Liu

Although there is nothing in his derivation

that requires it, Liu assumed that the parameter n in

(23) should take integral values. However, the set of

functions cosnu defined on - — <_ w <_ y - or the set

cos(yn9) on-ir<.9<.TT-is then over-complete. either

the even values of n or the odd values would suffice to

provide a complete set. There is too much freedom in the

choice of the functions (23) because another part of the

problem has been neglected, namely the boundary condition

at the crack. Obviously, something must be said about

what the crack does to the pattern of particle current.

In general there are several possible conditions, but the

one we believe to be applicable to hydrogen in zirconium

is no flow into the crack - i.e.

J = 0 at G = ±TT. (24)

The next step is to choose from the solutions

(23) linear combinations which satisfy the condition (24).

These combinations we shall call the "eigensolutions", that

is solutions of the partial differential equation which

also satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions. Noting
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the dependence of u on t and 9 (see (17) and (18)) one

sees that the differentiation of the factor eu in (23)

will produce an extra power of t which will not appear

in the derivative of the rest of the expression. This

suggests trying to make use of the relations

= 1 [In-lCt) " W t ) ] (25a)

? Kn ( t ) = 7 [Kn+l
(t) " Kn-l(t;] (25b)

in satisfying (24). Such a course is indeed possible. We

shall merely quote the result and then demonstrate

that (24) is satisfied. The desired eigensolutions are:

Gn(r,6) = e [- -i Kn_1(t)cos n-lto + Kn(t)cosnu) - j Kn+I(t)cos n+lto]

(26a)

UrlHn(r,6) = e [ j In_1(t)cos n-lw + In(t)cosniu + ~ In+I(t)cos n+lu]

(26b)

to be used for positive odd values of n only. The expressions

for the contribution to the current components are of the

form

Jr = Dt(2r)~
1eu{-A1 cosw + A^} (27a)

JD = Dt(2r)"
1eu {A, sinw-t"1Ao} . (27b)
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Here A, stands for the expression in the square bracket in

either case of (26); A' is the derivative of A-, with

respect to t.

A_ = _l(n-l)K n(t)sin n-lw + nK (t)sin nw-i(n+')K ,,(t)sin n+lwI 2 n-1 n I n+i

(28a)
or

= -j(n-l)I _1(t)sin n-loi + nl (t)sin nu> + ̂ (n+1 )I ^(t )sin n + lw

(28b)

The contribution to Jfl at 9 = -IT for the eigensolution

H (r,6) may be seen to be (for n odd):

n-1

Substitution of (25a) in (29) shows that JQ = 0 on 6 = ±TT

for the H (r,8) eigensolutions, as claimed. The different

signs in (28a) and (25b) are such that the same statement

is true for the G (r,6) eigensolution as well.

If we expand the concentration in terms of

the eigensolutions (26),

C = I (gn G (r,9) + h H (r,9)}, (30)
n(odd) n n n n
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we have two infinite sets of coefficients, {g } and {h },

that we may use in trying to satisfy in a Fourier sense

the imposed conditions at the innsr and outer boundaries

in fig. 1. It turns out that set (26) is not complete.

The easiest way to see this is to evaluate the total flow

across the inner boundary. This is an elementary calcu-

lation which is sketched in Appendix 1. The somewhat

surprising result is that the integrated flow for each of

the eigensolutions of (26) is individually zero. Thus,

if we believe on physical grounds that there is a net

flow across the inner (or outer) boundary, at least one

more eigensolution must be added to the set.

Something can be learned about what type of

term is lacking in (26) by expanding in powers of t.

Such an expansion would be expected to be useful for small

values of Q, which in turn results from small values of K

or a; in other words, we are trying to see what happens in

the limit of very small stress. The dominant term in the

.n-1expansion of H (r,6) is proportional to t cos n-lw

-m 1

which in turn is proportional to r cos m8, where m=y(n-I

takes all values m = 0, 1, 2, 3 ... for odd values of n.

The dominant term for the case of G (r,0) is proportional

to ( —) cos n+lto, or to rmcosm9 with m = j(n+l), which

runs over m - 1, 2, 3 ... for n odd. Comparison with the
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eigensolutions for stress-free diffusion - i.e. solution

of Laplace's equation - shows that a term proportional

to £nr is lacking. This would be the dominant term in

the Liu solution e K.,(t), which is not however an eigen-

solution because it does not satisfy the condition of

zero flow into the crack. Tn the next section we see how

a different kind of solution can be added to this Liu

solution in such a way that the combination satisfies the

crack condition. This could be done in many ways. The

procedure chosen here seems to us to be particularly simple.

The resultant combination of solutions has a non-zero inte-

grated current; in the limit of Q -̂  0 it reduces to £n r +

constant. While it is conceivable that the enlarged set of

eigensolutions is still not complete, we do not believe

this to be the case. The strongest evidence for this

belief is the excellent convergence of the numerical results

to be discussed later (see figs. 3 and 4).
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3. THE EXTRA EIGENSOLUTION

The set of eigensolutions constructed in

the preceding section is defective in that it lacks a

solution varying as £nr in the limit of vanishing stress.

Here we shall derive a solution of the differential

equation of the form

S = S(r,9) = eu KQ(t) - SQ (31)

which will have zero JQ at the crack. It is convenient
o

to introduce an alternative dependent variable $ given by

= eU C . (32)

The expansion (2) for the particle current may now be

written

j = -D eU V $ . (33)

From (33) it is easily seen that (1) says that $ must

satisfy

V24> - (VU)» (V4>) = 0; (34)

It is a curious fact that while equation (6) requires
2

V U = 0 for its validity, equation (34) does not. The

equation (34), like (6), is also invariant in form under
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conformal transformation. But the <f>-form has the extra

advantage that the homogeneous boundary condition - the

vanishing of the normal derivative of <t> at the crack -

is also invariant. For the special stress (8) equation

(34) simplifies to

iff + if* + 2 f± = 0. (35)
du" 3v

The transformed version of (31) is

* = e~u KQ(t) - $0 (36)

with

$Q = 2
 sn ' (37)

The problem reduces to finding a solution of (35), namely

$ , whose u-derivative cancels out that of the first term

in (36) along the line u - 0, which is where the crack lies

in fig. 2; it happens that we can arrange for the cancella-

tion to hold for all v, though only in the range R, <_ r £ R

is it really required.

form

If we assume that $ may be expressed in the

G(g)e~au cos(8v)d3, (38)
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then equation (35) is satisfied provided that

a2 - 2a - 32 = 0 (39a)

or
o "i/o

a = a+ = 1 ± (1+3 ) . (39b)

Any function G(3) consistent with convergence may be used.

3 $
The vanishing of ^— on u = 0 is equivalent to

-K.(t) + J u G(8)cos(gt)dB = 0, (40)
u 0

17)
for all v except v = 0. From we learn that

K_(t) = / (1 + 3 2 ) ~ 1 / 2 cos(gt)d0;
u 0

thus

G(3) = a"1 (1 + e 2 ) " 1 7 2 . (i+2)

Because a_ in (39b) is negative, it is necessary to choose

a = a+ to make (38) convergent. Hence

with

00 _-, o _n /? +

>0 = / a+ (1+3 ) e cos(gv)d3 (43a)
0

9 1/9
a+ = 1 + (1+3 ) • (43b)
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The required extra eigensoiution is thus

S = eU{K0(t) - S1) (44a)

5n _= f [ l + ( l + e 2 ) 1 / 2 ] - 1 a + 3 2 ) - 1 / 2 e - ( 1 + 3 ) u c o s ( B v ) d B . ( 4 4 b )
0

Next we discuss the contribution of

eigensoiution (44) to the integrated flow over the inner

boundary - F of Sec. 1. Because the current into the crack

calculated from (44) is zero for all finite values of r,

we ought to find that the flow across a circle of radius r

(in fig. 1) is independent of r. This is demonstrated to

be the case in Appendix 2. If S occurs in the solution C

with coefficient C«, then the corresponding contribution

to the integrated flow over the inner (or any other) boun-

dary is (see Appendix 2)

FQ = DC,,*. (45)

The calculation of C and the corresponding

J and Jfl from (44) is merely a matter of straightforward

numerical integration for most values of u and v. However,

when u = 0 or t is very small, some special analytical

techniques should be used; these are outlined in Appendix 3.
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Q4. THE ̂ HOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY CONDITION^

The prescribed values of the hydrogen con-

centration along the inner ard outer boundaries are

assumed to be equal to the solubilities at the prevailing

4) 1)
values of the stress . In the notation of Ells this

means

C = Cs expC-vJ oh/(RT)]. (46)

C^ is the terminal solubility of hydrogen (in the material

between the two circular boundaries) at the given tempera-

ture and at zero stress. Because the temperature is assumed

to be uniform throughout fig. 1, C is a constant. Thus it
s

is convenient to work with the normalized or dimensionless

concentration c already introduced in Sec. 1.

c = C/C . (lib)

The symbol V in the argument of the exponen-

tial in (46) stands for the partial molar volume of

hydrogen in the hydride phase relative to hydrogen in

solid solution. If we introduce a new combination of con-

stants Q', defined analogously to Q - see (15) -, by

Qf = I- (l + v)KV?;/[(27r)1/2 RT], (47)
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we can re-write (46) as

c = exp[-2Qf r~1/2 cos(|e)]. (48)

Equation (48) is to be used on the inner and outer boun-

daries where r takes the values R and R? respectively;

on each boundary 0 varies over -IT <_ 6 <_ T\ .

From the work of the preceding two sections

we know that a solution to the partial differential equa-

tion (6) satisfying the homogeneous boundary condition (24)

may be written as

c = cQ S(r,6) + I {gn Gn(r,6) + h n Hn<r,6)}. (49)

n(odd)

Here c_ and the sets {g } and {h } are arbitrary constants

which may be assigned to fit the boundary conditions (4-8)

at r = R and r = R~ ; cQ is related to C^ of (45) by cQ - CQ/C .

In most familiar boundary-value problems of this kind - e.g.

diffusion when the stress is zero -, the series (49) is of

the Fourier type; the coefficients are readily calculated

with the aid of orthogonality relations. Here we have

not been able to find suitable orthogonality relations for

the functions G (r,8) and H (r,6). However, we can still

proceed in the spirit of Fourier analysis. The well known
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formulae for Fourier coefficients can be derived by mini-

mizing an integral over the fitting interval of the square

of the "error" between the given function and the series.

We take a number of points uniformly distributed along

each of the circular boundaries in fig. 1 from 6 = 0 to

8 = 7i , end points included. At each of these points we

evaluate the given normalized concentration using (48).

Then, truncating the series in (49) so that there are

fewer coefficients than fitting points, we use a process

of least-squares fitting to obtain values for the coef-

ficients. This is not the best possible procedure, since

it minimizes the root-mean-square error rather than the

maximum (absolute) error. Nevertheless, it is adequate

for our purpose. Its chief merit is its simplicity,

requiring nothing more than the inverting of a matrix of

reasonable size. The nature of the least-squares fit is

described more fully in the next section, after some

extra complications have been added.

The method as described so far can be (and

nas been) used successfully, when the ratio R^/R-, is not

too large. We use several measures of the convergence as

the number of coefficients in (49) is increased. Two of

these are the root-mean-square and the maximum (absolute)

error at the fitted points. To guard against especially
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favourable behaviour at the fitted points we also calculate

the maximum errors including as well the boundary points

half way between the fitted points. The error calculated

with the enlarged set of points was never appreciably

different from that for the original set.

An example of the convergence of the method

is shown in fig. 3. The two "errors" defined above are

plotted against M, the number of functions G or H in

the expansions; the number of fitted parameters is 2M+1.

For M £ 10 there is no sign of instability, but for larger

values the least-squares matrix rapidly becomes more ill-

conditioned so that by M = 14 the method is useless. As a

measure of the amount of "ill-conditlonedness" of the matrix

we use a comparison of the root mean square (RMS) error calcu-

lated in two different ways - see Sec. 5 for details. At M = 10

the two calculations of the RMS error agree to 3 signifi-

cant figures; at M = 1 2 one is about twice the other.

In the particular application we have in

mind we are more interested in the flow, F, of hydrogen

across the inner boundary than in the details of its con-

centration distribution. The normalized flow - see (lla)

for definition - is readily calculated with the aid of (45):

f = TTC0; (50)
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recall that each of the G (r,0) and H (r,6) eigensolu-

tinns gives a zero contribution to f. Because cn is the

coefficient of the lowest order eigensolution, the one

with a minimum of spatial oscillation, it is particularly

well determined by the least-squares fitting procedure.

Thus the convergence of f toward a limit as K is increased

is considerably faster than the rate of decrease of the

fitting error. The convergence of f for the case used in

fig. 3 is shown in fig. 4.

Because there is some possibility that the

hydride pellet represented by the inner boundary might

shrink on the low-stress side (6 = ±TT) as it grows on the

high-stress side (9 = 0), we are also interested in the

variation of J with 0 for r = R,. This function is con-

siderably more difficult to calculate than the simple

number f. The results for one particular case are illus-

trated in fig. 5. Even with the highest practicable value

of V the curve still shows considerable waviness. This

is largely the result of the attempt of the series to

represent a singularity of J at 9 = n; we shall see later

that the singularity is a logarithmic infinity. Though

the functional dependence of J (0) is obviously considerably

uncertain, the area un^er the curve is in good agreement

with the value calculated via (50). The singular behaviour

of J at 9 = ±ir for r -»• R, or R? is one sympton of a dif-

ficulty to be discussed in the next section.
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5. THE SINGULAR SOLUTIONS

In this section we shall deal with certain

analytical difficulties which occur at the points A, B, A1

and B' in fig. 1. The removal of these difficulties

greatly increases the effectiveness of the method described

in Sec. 4.

From equations (33), (32) and (19) we see

that the condition (24) is equivalent to

inr {e"2u c} = 0 . (51)
)=TT

Carrying out the differentiation and using (17a) we get

3c
96 = -tc, (52)

= ir

to hold for R1 < r < R . Next let us use (48) to get

9G (53)

r=R.

to hold for -7T < 6 < ir. Here i takes the values 1 or 2 so

that R. is either the inner or the outer radius. We need

a new symbol t' for a quantity,

f = Q'/r1/2, (54)
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def ined analogously to t of (18a). To get t! we use (54)

with r = R . .

Let r -> R. in (52)and note that c = 1 for

9 - TT ; obviously

-Ri 39
(55a)

Next let 0 + TT in (53); we get

(55b)
r=R.

Since t. and t! are both inherently positive, the value of

TT% depends upon the path by which the point A or B of fig.
a o

1 is approached. For hydrogen in zirconium it is believed

that V^ - Vs', so that Q' - Q and t| - ti; hence the two

limits (55) are almost equal in magnitude as well as being

opposite in sign. It is not surprising that the singular

behaviour just described should cause difficulties when an

attempt is made to fit the function c(r,6) with a finite

number of functions with continuous derivatives.

Because we are mainly interested in what

goes on in fig. 1 just to the right of the point D, we have

made the simplest possible assumptions for the boundary

conditions at A and B, A1 and B1. This simplicity has
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resulted in the singular behaviour of 7-̂  at the points

where the crack intersects the inner and outer boundaries.

VTe could remedy the situation by changing the conditions

(48), or, better still, by changing the shape of the

inner and outer boundaries where they meet the crack. But

either of these alternatives would introduce a new length

parameter of little physical significance. We prefer to

remove the difficulty by purely mathematical means. We

shall find two solutions of the partial differential equa-

tion which satisfy J« = 0 at all points on the crack which

are also inside the interval R, < r < R?. Each of these

solutions will exhibit the singular behaviour corresponding

to the two limits (55) at one of the end points R.. The

two singular solutions will be incorporated in the expansion

on the right in (49); their coefficients are not arbitrary.

The least-squares fitting process then fits the terms

shown in (49) to the difference between the true solution

and its singular part. Not surprisingly, the new procedure

gives much better results for the same number of terms M.

The singular solutions were derived for the

$ variable using equation (35). We shall write them down,

and then demonstrate that they have the desired properties.

B = B-.(r,6) = 1 - £ e 2 u / (a. 3)"1sin( Bt.. )e + cos(Bv)dB (56a)
1 1 0 1
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B 2 -- B2(r,6> = £ e
2 u -a u

,)e cos(Bv)d3, (56b)

again with

a+ = 1 + (1+B
2)172. (43b)

B and B are to be solutions of (6). The first term in

(56a) obviously is. Bearing in mind that C = e u 0 , and

noting that the quantities multiplying e u in (56) are of

the form (38), one sees immediately that B, and B_ are

indeed solutions of (6).

Next we evaluate J for 8 = ir for the two

solutions (56). In doing so it is convenient to drop the

constant D and work with

— L
r 38

(57)

Using (17) one can see that

2 3U
)=ir

u=0
(58)

Thus

= -t/r + 2t/(iTr) / B 1sin(3t1)cos(Bt)d6 (59a)
0 L

and
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Jr.' = -2t/(irr) / 6~1sin(6t9)cos(Bt)dB.
O=TT 0

(59b)

The integrals in (59) are easily reduced to combinations

of well known integrals;

J
(1) Sgn(t1-t)] (60a)

)=TT

Sgn(t-t2)]

where

Sgn(x) = 1 for x > 0

= 0 for x = 0

= -1 for x < 0.

(60b)

(61)

Alternatively,

and

= -t/r
)=ir

= 0

= 0
i=7T

for r < R,

for r -

for

for r < R,

= -j t2/R2 for r = R2

= -t/r for r > R,

(62a)

(62b)
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Note that both the are zero at interior points
J=TT

of the interval, R < r < R . Each of the singular cur-

vei,;. jumps to a non-zero value at one of the end points

of the interval; at the associated end point Jfi is
0 0=TT

discontinuous from both sides.

Because the two new solutions satisfy

J, - 0 at the crack, they also satisfy relations analogous

to (52), viz.

= -t B.. (r,TT) (63)

for R < r < R_; equation (63) is also satisfied when

r = R., j t i. Using the middle statement in each of the

two relations (62) one finds

lim
6->-TT

= - t

r = R.
I

(64)

Now we write

c(r,9) = R(r,9); (65)

here b and b are constants and R(r,8) is to be a function

with continuous first partial derivatives. We calculate

the b. from the condition
I
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jlim ~ - lim |x- j [c - b-B^ =
|r-*R. 6 = 7T 6+TT r = R i)

 1

for i = 1 and 2. This leads immediately to

0, (66)

b. = 2(1 + t!/t.)
1 1 1

= 2(1 + vJ/V*); (67)

note that the value of b. is independent of i.

Having completed the list of functions in

which we are going to expand c(r,0) it is now convenient

to explain the least-squares fitting procedure in a little

more detail, as promised in Sec. 4. The function R(r,8) of (65)

is, of course, of the form of the right-hand side of (49), with

different values for the coefficients. It facilitates our

discussion to write (65) as

c(r,0) = I biBi(r,9) + I
 a

n
p
n < r , 6 ) . (68)

i n

Here {a } stands for the set {cQ, g , h,, g_, h, .•••}

and P (r,0) is the corresponding set of eigensolutions in

(49). Recall that the b. have already been fixed - see

(67). Let the index j denote points on the boundary at

which fitting is to be attempted, and let c. = c(r.,8.)

(see (48)) be the target values of normalized concentration

at these points. The quantity to be minimized is
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W = I WjCc. - I b.B.. - I a n P n j }
2 ; (69)

j i n

here we have used the abbreviations

B.. = B.(r.,9.) (70a)

and

P n j = Pn(r.,6.). (70b)

As weights in (69) we use

w.

this is equivalent to minimizing the sum of the squares

of the relative errors in c(r,9). Equating the derivative

of W with respect to a to zero we find in the usual
m

fashion that the {a } are determined by the solutions

of a matrix equation. With

A = {an"> (71a)

and

M = {M } = Z.w.P -P • ; (71c)

we get

MA = V. (72)
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Solving (72) for A gives the desired set of expansion

coefficients.

We also calculate the minimized value of W;

after some manipulation one obtains

W . = I [1 - I b.B. . / c . ] 2 - A-1/. (73)
nun L L i ij j

j i

The solution of (72) is used in calculation of the inner

product forming the second term in (73). Thus the accuracy

of W . calculated in this way depends on the accuracy with

which the matrix equation is solved. Comparison of W .

so calculated with the value calculated directly from (69)

furnishes a measure of the importance of round-off error

in the calculation.

The normalized rates of flow across a circle

cf radius r - R <_ r <. R_ - for each of the first two terms

in (65) are calculated in Appendix 5. They are more easily

given in terms of the parameter t:

f, (t) = 0 for t <. tn
-L -L

= 4b1(t-t1) for t >. t1

f2(t) = 4b2t2 for

= Ub2t for t <. t 2 .

(74a)
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Note that R £ r £ R? is equivalent to t >. t >_ t?. Thus

in the desired interval of r we have f,(t) = 0 and f~(x)

independent of t. Both f,(t) and f (t) are continuous

functions of t, even at the end pc.lnts of the interval

where their derivatives with respect to t are discontinuous.

When we include the singular solutions in the expansion

of c, we must replace the formula (50) by

f = TTC0 + 4t 2b 2, (75)

in which b ? is to be calculated from (67) and c from the

least-squares fit.

For some values of u and v the evaluation

of B, and B? from the formulae (56) is numerically difficult.

Transformations and expansions which improve the rate of

convergence of the calculation of the B. and of the corres-

ponding particle currents are given in Appendix 4.

Curves showing the decrease in RMS and maxi-

mum fitting error as the number of eigensolutior.s is

increased for one particular case are shown in fig. 3.

The improvement over the results calculated without the

inclusion of the singular solutions is obvious. The two

methods of calculating the RMS error agree to at least 3

significant figures for M £ 8. At M = 10 the difference

is about 30%; thereafter it increases rapidly. Note that

while the convergence improves much more rapidly when the
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singular solutions are included, the matrix becomes ill-

conditioned somewhat earlier. In fig. 4 the convergence

of the normalized flow across the inner boundary is

exhibited. Although the convergence is somewhat better

when the singular solutions are incorporated in the expan-

sion, the effect is not nearly so marked as it is for the

convergence of the fitting errors.

The variation of the radial current J
r

along the inner boundary for a particular case is shown

in fig. 5. The curve, calculated with the inclusion of

the singular solutions shows much less oscillation than

the one calculated without. The former' has the correct

infinite behaviour for 6 •+ IT built in - see Appendix 4.

When V, is equal to -V the inhomogeneous

boundary condition (4?) may be written in the form c = e~ "

for r = R.. Now it is '-bvious from equation (33) that c = e~

gives J = 0 everywhere; thus e" is a solution to the differ-

ential equation and to the homogeneous boundary conditions

as well as to the inhomogeneous boundary conditions. This

special solution, corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium,

was discussed by Liu . It affords a means of testing the

computer code, since the calculated value of f should be

zero. In several cases checked f was found to be zero to

at least six decimal places.
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6. ANALYTICAL EXPANSIONS

Here we deal with analytical approximations

to the solution to the problem. We drop the discontinuous

functions of Sec. 5 from the representation of the general

solution. Their presence would greatly increase the com-

plexity of the analysis without introducing any calcula-

tional benefit.

Though logarithmic terms are not excluded

a priori, the analytical expressions which we obtain

appear to be power series in the four variables t., t!

with i = 1,2. If we regard the ratio

p = R2/R1 (76)

as fixed, we have series in two variables, t, and t'.

Going further and regarding

K = V^/V* = Q'/Q (77)

as fixed we reduce the problem to an expansion in a single

variable, which we may take to be t .

The approximation to be studied is equivalent

to considering the second term in the expression (2) for

J to be small. It is convenient to begin by working out

the exact solution for the case when this term is absent -

i.e. for V" -• 0. Whatever may be the thermodynamic relation-
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ship between V"' and V, , we assume that for mathematical

purposes we may equate V'"' to zero without changing V, .

In other words we drop the second term on the right in

equation (2) without making any change in the inhomogen-

eous boundary conditions.

6.1 SOLUTION FOR V" = 0

Consider the problem of fig- 1 but drop the

second term on the right in equation (2). Then the par-

ticle current is simply

J = -D V«C (78)

and the crack boundary condition reduces to

|j = 0 for B = ±TI. (79)

The equation for C is

V2C = 0 . (80)

Thus the eigensolutions are harmonic functions even in 0

which satisfy (79). An expansion of the form

00

c = a n+b n£nr+ 7 (a rm + b r~m)cos m6 (81)0 0 '', m mm=l

satisfies the partial differential equation and the homo-

geneous boundary conditions.
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It costs no extra effort to assume a gener-

alized form for the inhomogeneous boundary conditions,

viz.

c = Y.(9) for r = R., i = 1,2; (82)

here Y-(6), i = 1,2, represents a pair of arbitrary even

functions. Use of the theory of Fourier series leads

immediately to a representation of the coefficients in (81)

in terms of integrals. Let

r. = - / Y- (6)cosme dO. (83)
im 7T Q 1

Then

b0 = (r2Ci~ri0)/(2£np) ( 8 H a )

a0 = I F20 - b0 £ n R 2 ' (84b)

and

bm

for m - 1,2 , 3 • • • •

The integrated current through the inner cir-

cular boundary is zero for each of the terms in (81) except
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the second. This finding is not unexpected, since it

held also for the more general eigensolutions discussed

in Sec. 3. The dimensionless flow f is easily seen to

be given by

f = 2TT bQ. (86)

Reverting to the particular specialization of the functions

Y-:(0) given in (48) we find

TT/2

f = i4(£np) / {exp(-2t'cos<jj)-exp(-2t'cosu))}du>. (87)
0

The formula (87> sheds light on several

interesting features of the model. First, if R_ •+• °° for

fixed R-, and Q' , one finds that f -»• 0. This result is in

agreement with the statement in the Introduction that no

physically reasonable steady-state solution exists for

R_ = ™ when the boundary concentrations are prescribed.

It has its origin in the infinite length of crack per-

pendicular to the page in fig. 1. Another limiting case

of interest occurs when we hold both R, and R? fixed and

let Q' - in effect a - approach infinity. Then both the

exponentials in the integrand of (87) go to zero at all

points except a) = yir. Thus f -*• 0 as the applied stress

a -y °°. At first sight this effect is strange, but it is

not unreasonable within the model - when the boundary

values of the concentration on both circles approach zero
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there i:: no longer any driving force for diffusion. The

first term in an expansion of (87) for t' and t' both

large is

f = 2 U n p ) ~ 1 (/p-l)/t| . (88)

This is not a limit likely to be useful in practice.

More useful is an expansion of (87) valid

for small t' and ti- Retaining terms up to and including

the second order one obtains

The behaviour of f as a function of t' for

p = 100 is given in fig. 6. Note that f does begin to

fall off for large t' as deduced earlier. The lines

marked (1) and (2) are the first- and second-order expan-

sions contained in (89). The second-order approximation

given reasonable agreement up to t' - 0.3.

6.2 APPROXIMATE SOLUTION FOR SMALL V" AND V^

It is possible to work out an approximate

i; —X

solution valid for small V and for arbitrary V, , but the

case in which both V" and V, are small is more useful.

We therefore assume that the t. and t! (i = 1,2) are all

small and comparable; the ratios p and K are considered

to be fixed.
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We start from the expansion of c given in Sec.

which we repeat here for convenience.

c = c0 S(r,9) + I {gnGn(r,6> + hn Hn(r,6)}. (49)
n
odd

Multiplying through by eU and using the form (48) for the

inhomogeneous boundary conditions and the definition of K

we obtain

Cne"
US + I e"u(g G +h H ) = e "

U K + i ; u (90)0 L.. &n n n nn = l
odd

with r = R . , i = l o r 2 .

Next apply the operator

TT/2
/ dw (91)

0

to both sides of (90), making use of the elementary formula

TT/2
/ cosmw dw = yir f o r m = 0

0

= 0, for m even and i 0 (92)

m-1

= (-1) /m for m odd.

The result can be put into the form
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§ico + ll Io<ti) + W ] h i = ai + F'i (93)

in which

TT/2

S. = / Ce"uS] dw (94)
1 0 r i

TT/2

J e

0

and

m=l

We regard (93) as a pair of simultaneous linear equations

for determining c,. and h, . It is true that e • also con-

tains unknowns, but this term is second-order in the t.

compared to 2., which is first-order. An approximate

evaluation of c. will be made later.

The next step is to solve the simultaneous

equations (93) for c^ and h,. At the same time we expand

the modified Bessel functions and make use of the expansion

Unt,. + (Y + l-£n2)}-ti£nti + (l-y+2.n2)t;.

+ terms of order t. £nt.

(97)
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which follows from results proved in Appendix b; here y

is the well known Euler constant which is approximately

equal to 0.5772. One obtains

f = ircn = (Jlnp+A) {8(K + l)(t,-t,)

with

A E i(£np)(t1 + t2) - ^ (t1-t2). (99)

We are seeking an expansion of f of the form

f = k1t1 - k2t1
2 + ••• . (100)

If we accept that (e -E ) is of the second order in the t-,

then it follows that

= 8 (£np) ^ l + Kjfl-p ) . (101a)

This is our first-order result. Note that k, -> 0 when

p •> «>, as expected. Also, k, = 0 for K = -1. This corres-

ponds to the required vanishing of f for the equilibrium

case, V = -V , which was discussed at the end of Sec. S.
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An expression for h, analogous to (98) can be

obtained, but we do not need it. All we require is the

result

lim h = 2. (102)

Next we make the plausible assumption that all terms in (49)

except that containing h, approach zero at t, •* 0. Examina-

tion of (26b) shows that H,(r,9) •+ j as t, •* 0. Thus the

solution (49) -»• 1 as t •* 0, in agreement with the behaviour

of the prescribed boundary values.

As a first step in evaluating (e~-e-, ) for use

in (98) we apply

TT/2

J cos(2po))--* da) (p = l,2,3**')
0

to the equations (90). The result can be written in the form

^ p ( 1 0 3 )

0

TT/2

" I Cg K (t.)+h I (t.)] / cos(2pa))cos(nw)dcu .
n = l n X 1 0
odd

We shall assume that, all the terms in (49) except h1H-.(r,9)

are of the order t, as t -*• 0; this assumption is justified
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by the consistency of our result. It tells us that

(t) (104a)

and

h i ,(t) (n i 1)n n-1
(10Mb)

are of order t. Thus the first and fourth terms on the left

in (103) are of order t, while the second and third are of

order t . The first term on the right is of order t, since

p = 0 is excluded. All the terms in the series on the right
2

are of order t except the term containing h , which is of

order t. Retaining terms of order t only we get

with

I2 P
( ti ) h2 P +l

'. = (-l)p 16ir'liP

= X, (105a)

(105b)

The solution of the equations (105a) with i = 1,2 yields

P +i
(106a)

(106b)

Since X-, is of order t., the relations (106) are consistent

with the assumptions (104). Substitution of (106) into (96)

and the use of (98) allows us to derive an expression for

for the k in (100), viz.
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= 8(£np)

+ 1 ( l - p - ^ K l + p" 1 / 2 - ^ (l -

[ (Urn2-!)"1 (1 -

m=l

r/o .n-2/, -m-1/2,2 ,„ ,,.-2. -1/2 -m.2L(2m+1) (1-p ) - (2m-l) (p -p )

(101b)

Note that k?, like k, , vanishes for K = -1.

•'• —1

The curves designated V = V, in fig. 6 show

a comparison of the numerical values of f with the first

and second approximation for the case p = 100, K = 1. The

second approximation gives reasonably good values up to

t = 0.2.
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7. RESULTS

In this section we present our numerical

results in graphical form. For the user's convenience we

repeat here the definitions of the principal symbols

involved. The most important calculated quantity is f,

the dimensionless, steady-state rate of flow across the

inner boundary in fig. 1. To get the true rate of flow

use

F = DC f; (lla)
s

here D is the diffusion constant (assumed uniform) in the

region between the circular boundaries and C is the ter-

minal solid solubility of hydrogen in the unstressed medium

at the temperature under consideration. Because D and C

are not easy to measure accurately, they lead to substan-

tial uncertainties in the value of F. However, they enter

the formula for F only as the factors shown in (lla).

Thus f may be calculated without any further reference to

D or C .
s

The number of parameters upon which f depends

may be reduced to 3. The reduction may be made in differ-

ent ways- We have chosen to use

P = R2/R1 (76)

K = vJ/V* (77)
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and

H i (1+V)KV'7[(2TTR 1) ' RT]. (107)

The stress-intensity factor K and the other quantities

appearing in (107) are defined in Sees.1 and 2.

In figs. 8-10 we show plots of f versus t,

for different values of p and K. The ranges of p and K

are believed to cover the range of interest for hydrogen

in the zirconium alloys used in CANDU pressure tubes.

The upper value of t, is the largest value at which the

calculation could be made to converge without excessive

difficulty. In general the method of Sec. 5 was used, but

the faster method of Sec. 4 was employed where its accuracy

was adequate. Tests of the type illustrated in fig. 4 were

made to check the accuracy of the result. The accuracy

falls off as t-, is increased, but we believe that the error

is not greater than 1% at the right end of the curve.

For the sake of completeness we have also

given graphs of f versus t, for the case K = 0 (or V, = 0 ) ,

in fig. 11, and of f versus t-I for K = °° (or V" = 0), in

fig. 12. The independent variable t' may be calculated by

replacing V" in (107) by V^. The data for fig. 12 was

obtained by a straightforward integration of (87). In

I
the case V. = 0 the flow would be zero were it not for

h
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the presence of the second term in equation (6). For

V" = 0 the flow is entirely the result of the difference

in r.o]ar volume for hydrogen in the hydride and in

the metal. For cold-worked Zr - 2.5 wt. % Kb the values

of V, and V'"' are believed to be just about equal. The

resulting contributions to the hydrogen flow are also

about equal, at least in the limit t, -*• 0; this follows

from the presence of the factor (1+K) in (101a).

If t, is sufficiently small f may be cal-

culated from the first or second approximation contained

in (100). Fig. 6 gives some indication of how good the

approximation is likely to be. Formulae for the coef-

ficients k, and k,~ are given in (101). While the calcula-

tion of k is trivial, that of k? is a little more trouble-

some, involving the evaluation of an infinite series.

Graphs of k, and k~ are given in fig. 7.

A general observation applicable to all the

cases treated is that the radial current J changes sign

at a point on the inner circle specified by a polar angle

ec in the range 2.2 to 3.0 radians (12 6 to 172 degrees).

This behaviour is illustrated in fig. 5. For 8 in the

range 0 < | 6 | < ir the current is outward; that is, this

part of the coi-e is loosing hydrogen while the remainder
A

is gaining. We define f" as the dimensionless rate of flow

across the part of the inner boundary where the current
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is inward, i.e. across -0 < 8 < 6 . Our computer pro-

grams calculate f" as well as f, but the errors are more

serious, because f" depends on the details of the distri-

bution of J , and hence on all the expansion parameters

instead of just on c_. Because of the crudeness of our

model, in particular the representation of the hydride

platelet at the crack head by a circle, it is not possible

to attach much significance to the calculated value of f'.

Nevertheless, the existence of the effect suggests that

in a real situation there could be an appreciable amount

of diffusion from the low-stress to the high-stress side

of the hydride platelet. In fig. 13 we show the ratio

f"/f plotted against t-, for several values of p for tc = 1.

The dependence on t, is remarkably weak, but there is a

noticeable dependence on p.
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8. DISCUSSION

In contrast to the other parts of the report,

in which attention is focused on the solving of a perfectly

definite mathematical problem, this section concerns itself

with the important but far from well understood question

of the velocity of propagation of hydrogen-induced cracks.

Our purpose is very limited. We are concerned with the

effect of replacing the approximate "angularly averaged"

rate of flow of hydrogen used by Button and Puls ' by

value computed with the methods described here.

The crack-velocity formula proposed by

Dutton and Puls can be written in the form

v = nh[1.66 x (2£')]~
± D Cg f. (108)

The symbols D, C and f are in the notation of this report,s

not that of Dutton and Puls; £2, is the volume occupied by

one Zr atom plus 1.66 H atoms in the hydride phase;

2£.' is the width of the growing hydride platelet (in the

y-direction in Fig. 1), and is assumed to be numerically

equal to the "crack opening displacement". The relation-

ship between some quantities used by Dutton and Puls and

those in this report is given by:
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L ->• R2 I -* R±

DH - D CH "* C

V,, -»• V - V* (109)
n

3
C n ->• Cc (with change of units),
n o

SIn both cases the numerical value for Cu (or Co) is basedn o
19 )on a re-analysis of experimental data of Mishra and

2 0) 4)

Asundi . However, Dutton and Puls unintentionally

quoted the original formula; the expression actually used

was

= 5. x 102 exp{-3740(cal/mole)/(RT)}yg/g.

21)Puls has also agreed that the number 1.66 in (108) was

inadvertently omitted in some of their calculations.

In solving the diffusion equation Dutton and

Puls use a value for I (our R-, ) which is roughly equal to

the radius of the plastic zone which in reality surrounds

the head of the crack. The diffusion boundary condition

at r = I has meaning only if hydride is assumed to extend

out to r = I. Thus the theory says nothing about the rate

of growth of small hydride platelets lying entirely inside

the plastic zone. There is, presumably, a period of incu-

bation before cracking begins in which the hydride grows
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out to the edge of the plastic zone. When considering

the growth of the platelet by formation of hydride Dutton

and Puls equate its thickness to 2ft'. The ratio of £' to I is

fixed by the mechanical properties of the zirconium alloy at

0.13. Thus it appears that we have two widely different

values for the size of the hydride platelet in different

parts of the calculation. The intended geometric signifi-

cance of these two values is not apparent; perhaps it has

been obscured by the idea of angular averaging.

Expressed in the notation of this report and

particularized to the stress field (8) the "angularly

averaged" f of Dutton and Puls becomes

f = 2TT I"-L{exp[-2(l + K)t,//p~]-exp[-2(l+K)t, ]} (110a)
X J.

I = JP exp[-2t1//x]x~
1dx. (110b)

In writing (110) we have ignored the "inhomogeneity inter-

action". We have also corrected a misprint; the negative

sign in the definition of A in (11) of ref. (4) should be

omitted. As in Sec. 6 one can obtain an approximate

expression by expanding (110) in powers of t,:
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f = k 1t 1 - k2t^ + (111)

— -1 1/7
k = 4iT(£np) x(l+K)(l-p x / z ) (112a)

= k {4(S.np) 1(l-P~1/2)-(l+K)(l+p"1/2)}. (112b)

Now compare formula (112a) for k with (101a)

for k . It is evident that, at least in the low-t, limit,

the effect of the approximation used by Dutton and Puls

is to make their result too large by a factor TT/2. They would

have obtained our result if they had replaced cos(-r-0) with

its average value, 2/ir, instead of with 1. For larger values

of t we have used the numerical results of fig. 8 in combina-

tion with calculations carried out using (110) to produce the

curves in fig. 14. Although the value of f IT can be very dif-

ferent from 2/7T, this does not occur for t, - .0 to .2, which

is the region of importance in the Dulton-Puls theory.

In fig. 15 we give a comparison of crack pro-

pagation velocities calculated in the Dutton-Puls formalism

22 )

with some experimental results . The curves labelled

D-P use the "angularly-independent" approximation f for f;

those labelled L-W use f calculated by the methods of this

report. In each case we have also shown with a broken

line the first order approximation - i.e. the result of

using the first term only in (111) or (100). For values of

the stress-intensity factor smaller than a critical value
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1/2
K1 (here arbitrarily equated to 2 0 MPa m ) we have used

18 )
a later embellishment of the Dutton-Puls theory in

which the values of £' and I for K < K' are equated to

their values at K = K'. Following Dutton and Puls we

-4 1/2

used L -* R? = 5. x 10 m. As K rises from 5 to 50 MPa*m

in fig. 15 the parameter t, rises from 0.0413 to 0.1655;

thus we should not be surprised to find the curve based

on f lying below that based on f by a factor very nearly

equal to j-n. The parameter p falls from 2 3.09 to 3.69.

The Dutton-Puls curve in the figure was also calculated

with the "inhomogeneity interaction" included: this

made a difference of less than 1% in the value of the

crack velocity.

The calculated and experimental curves in

fig. 15 possess, very crudely, the same general shape.

However, the calculated curves are about two orders of

magnitude lower. It is also true that the curve using

the more accurate value for the flow of hydrogen lies

below the more approximate curve by about a factor TT/2,

but this is almost irrelevant in comparison with the gross

disagreement with experiment. It would be desirable for

someone to look into the errors in the estimated values

of D and C at 105°C; the exponential factors in the
s

formulae for these quantities are very sensitive to errors

in the "activation energy". To get some sort of feeling
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for such effects we repeated the calculation of v in fig.

15 for K = 20 MPa«m1/2 at 110°C; in comparison with the

105°C result the velocity was increased by 22%. It seems,

however, that we should be looking for some very large

effect, probably in the rate at which hydrogen migrates.

One possibility is the migration of hydrogen from the low-

stress to the high-stress side of the platelet at the head

of the crack. The calculation of f*/f shown in fig. 13

suggest that this effect is non-negligible; for a platelet

shape more realistic than the circle used in both calcula-

tions (of fig. 15) the effect might be much larger. A

second suggestion is that the diffusion might not be well

approximated by our two-dimensional model. Even if the

stress-field is genuinely two-dimensional, the diffusion

need not be; it depends upon the dimensions of the hydride

platelet at the head of the crack. A three-dimensional

diffusion problem might give a much larger hydrogen flow.

While the difference between the first-order

and the more exact results in fig. 15 is not negligible,

it is still very small compared to the discrepancy between

theory and experiment. Also, the difference does not

change abruptly when K is varied. These facts suggests

that in the present condition of the theory the first-order

calculation is good enough. This is not important for the

Dutton-Puls theory as it stands, but if we wish to consider
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more realistic stress distributions without ignoring the

angular dependence then it could be very helpful to be

allowed to treat the second term in equation (6) by

first-order perturbation theory. Indeed, time-dependent

flows might be handled in a similar way. Further in the

future one might wish to employ second-order perturbation

theory. The second-order curves (not shown in fig. 15)

agree with the exact curves with an error of not more

than about 5%.

The Dutton-Puls formulation has ore very

important advantage, purchased at the cost of the "angu-

lar-independent" approximation. It is possible to obtain

an expression for F without assuming a particular form

for the stress distribution. If one goes further and

approximates the exponential in the integrand of (110b)

by 1 - this is very roughly equivalent to the first-order

approximation shown in fig. 15 -, then f depends only on

the stresses at r = R, and r = R , regardless of the form

of the variations inbetween. In this case the equivalent

of (110a) is

f = 27rUnp) 1{exp(-a2 vj^/RT) - exp(-a1 V^/RT)}. (113)

Here a and a-, are the hydrostatic stresses at r : R.

and R, respectively, positive when tensile; note that
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—1
is in Dutton-Puls notation and would actually be V, + V"

in ours. Note that if we had ignored the drift term in

(6) the result would have been identical to (113) except

that \L, would have been replaced by (VV, - V u) - i.e. by

n n n
V, in our notation. Thus the solution (113) does bear
n

the mark of the drift term.

Next let us consider whether or not the

steady-state approximation is really applicable to the

case of fig. 15. The crack velocity which we have been

discussing is really an average velocity. The process of

cracking is believed to consist of relatively long periods

of hydride built-up separated by essentially instantaneous

extensions of the crack. The step in crack length may

be assumed to be equal to the distance from the crack head

to the position of maximum stress in the plastic zone;

4)

from the discussion of Dutton and Puls this distance is

about 3SL'. Hence the time available for diffusion for

each increment of cracking is

T C = 3£'/v, (

v being the average crack velocity. From the experimental

— 9
points in fig. 15 we find that v = 5 * 10 m/s at

K = 2 0 MPa*m ' ; the value of I' in the Dutton-Puls model

is 2.7 x io~ m. Thus the value of x is of the order of
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3
1.6 x 10 s. If the steady-state theory is to be applicable,

x must be much greater than some time characteristic of

the transient solution of the diffusion equation. The

longest time constant for (stress-free) diffusion in a

cylinder of radius R_ is '

Td = ( W ~ 2 R2/D

with

j o l = 2.4048 ••• . (115b)

At the peak in fig. 15 we have x = 1.4 * 10 s. If we

used x as a measure of the time needed to adjust the

concentration pattern to its steady-state value after

every increment of cracking, then clearly the steady-state

theory would never be even approximately applicable.

However, the appropriate length in (115a) should probably

be much smaller than R_, since the concentration is pro-

bably little altered over most of the region in which

diffusion occurs. A more suitable length parameter would

probably be i or even £'; the corresponding time constants

are of the order of 27 and 0.4s respectively. Thus it

appears that the steady-state solution is applicable,

though the justification cannot be said to be completely

satisfactory.
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The interval between increments of cracking

estimated in the preceding paragraph is surprisingly long -

1.6 x 10 s. Would it not be possible to detect these

events by fastening some sort of microphone to an experi-

mental specimen? If so, then the time interval between

them would give another test of the theory.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

1. An adequate set of eigensolutions has been discovered

for expanding the two-dimensional steady-state concen-

tration of hydrogen diffusing in the field of stress about

a crack in a solid. The leading term only - i.e. the one

specified by the stress-intensity factor - is retained in

the expression for the hydrostatic stress. The eigensolu-

tions pertain to the physical situation of no diffusion into

the crack. Though a mathematical proof of the completeness

of the set of eigenfunctions has not been given, the success

of the numerical calculations discussed below suggests very

strongly that the set is complete.

2. A second-order perturbation expression for the rate of

flow to the head of the crack, f, has been obtained. The

perturbation parameter is proportional to the applied stress.

3. A least-squares fitting procedure has been employed to

calculate the coefficients of the eigensolutions for

concentrations on the inner and outer circles in equilibrium

with hydride in the locally prevailing stress. The calcu-

lated values of f are presented in a set of curves.

4. The flow of hydrogen across the inner boundary (repre-

senting a hydride platelet at the head of the crack)

is found to be outward over a portion of the circle adjacent

to the crack. This means that some of the hydrogen flowing
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to the high-stress side of the platelet comes from the

low-stress side. The flow into the portion of the boun-

dary over which the current is inward can be roughly

twice the net flow over the whole inner boundary.

5. Insertion of the improved values of f into the Dutton-

Puls theory of hydrogen-induced crack propagation

gives velocities about two orders of magnitude below

experimental results for Zr-2.5 wt.% Nb.

6. It is noted that a first-order treatment of the stress-

induced drift effect gives results which are not

unreasonable, at least in comparison with the present

discrepancy between theory and experiment. This observa-

tion suggests that a perturbation treatment of the drift

term in the diffevential equation might be sufficiently

accurate to be useful. In this way one ought to be able

to calculate f without assuming a particular functional

form for the distribution of stress; conceivably it might

be possible to handle the time-dependent problem in the

same way.
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APPENDIX 1. INTEGRATED FLOW FOR EACH EIGENSOLUTION

Let us calculate the flow across any circle r = constant

for the eigensolution H (r,6), defined in (26b). Dropping the constant
n

D and making use of

U
J r = -e~U(- i t /r) ^j~ (Al)

we find that

IT

F = - / J r d9n r
-IT

TT/2

f
0

TT/2 tcQsu , x ±

= -2t / e COSWdw<-cosw[—I , (t)cosn-lu+I (t)cosnw+—I (t)cosn+luj]
( 2 n-1 n 2 n+1

+ [- I1 (t)cosn-lo) + I" (t)cosnw+- I . (t) cosn+lujL (A2)
2 n-1 n 2 n+1 )

Use the well known recursion relation for Bessel functions to reduce

all the orders to n. Thus

(A3)

with

rr tcosu , 2 - 1
i , = J d u e In t cosmo cosu

-nt sinnw sinw

-n sinnw costo sinu} (A4)

and
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u/2
-r C tCOSOJ r

x = J doo e {-cosnu) cosu

0
+n sinnuj sinui

+ t cosnw sin ou} (A5)

Making use of

, . . tcoso) tcosu ^̂
aw t smu> e = -de (A6)

we next apply integration by parts to the third term in the expression

for I . This term then gives

/i 1T/2
tcoso) . V' C tcoso), . ., ,

-[e cosnu sinu] + J du e {cosnu cosw - n sinnu sinu}. (A7)
0 0

The two terms in the integral in (A7) cancel the first two terms in

the integral in (A5); the remaining term in (A7) is zero if n is odd.

Thus *2 = 0 for n odd.

Next apply (A6) to the last term in the expression (A4)

for I and get

r -1 T11/2 C tcosio -1, , . i / ,
[nt sinnu cosu] - I du e nt t-sinnu sirno + n cosnw cosw}. (A8)

0 0

The integral in (A8) cancels the first two terms in the integral in (A4);

the remaining term in (A8) is identically zero for all values of n.

Thus I is always zero.
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Wo have thus proved that F = 0 for all odd values
n — —

of n for the eigensolutions H (r,6). To prove the same result for
n

the eigensolutions G (r,S) note that the functions
n

K (t) S (-)" \ (t) (A9)
n n

satisfy the same recursion relation as do the functions I (t). Also,
n

G (r,6) is related to the K in the same way as H (r,6) is related
n n n

to the I . Since the only property of the I used in the demonstration
n n

that we have just sketched is their recursion relations, the integrated

flow is zero for each G (r,8) eigensolution also.
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APPENDIX 2, INTEGRATED FLOW FOR THE EXTRA EIGENSOUJTION

The integrated flow for the extra eigensolution

defined in (44) is (without the factor D)

TT/2

F = -2t / dto e ^- {e U[K (t)-S (t) ] } (A10)

with

oo 2 1/2

x = / [1+d+B 2) 1 7 2]" 1 (l+B2)"1/2e"(1+6 ' Ucos(6v)d6, (All)
0

u = tcosu and v = tsinu. (A12)

The first term in (A10) gives

IT/2

F = -2t / du eU[K'(t) - cosu K (t)]. (A13)
0

23)
Introducing the modified Struve function, L (t), which satisfies

IT/2

/ e SUdio = ^TT [IQ(t) + LQ(t)] (A14)

we get

= -1Tt{K^(t) [I0(t)+L0(t)] - KQ(t) [I^(t)+L£(t)]}. (A15)

23)
Next using the Wronskian relation for the modified Bessel functions

one arrives at

F = TT + TTtA, (A16a)
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with

A = K0(t)L'(t) - Ki (A16b)

23)
Now L0(t) satisfies an inhomogeneous modified Bessel equation,

Lo Lo " Lo (A17a)

whereas K (t) satisfies

~ K0 = (A17b)

Combining the two equations (A17) one arrives at

§- A + t"1 A = 2Tf~1t~1K (t) .
at 0

(A18)

The solution of the homogeneous version of (A18) is

tA = constant;

the method of variation of the constant leads to

tA = constant + 2TT~ / (A19)

for the solution of (A18). Using the small-t expansion of L (t)

and L' (t) in (A16) one can show that tA ->• 0 as t -*• 0; thus the

constant in (A19) is zero, and

"01
= n + 2 / K (t')dt'.

0
(A20)
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For the second term in (A10) we get after a change

of order of integrations

1 7 -1/7 7I//2 ? 3 ~ a+ U

F = 2t / a" (1+6 ) dB / e ~ [e cos(Bv)ldw, (A21)
0 2 0 + 0 3 t

with

2 1/2
a+ = 1 ± (1+B ) . (A22)

The inner integral in (A21) gives rise to

f/2 a u
- / e [a coso) cosBv + gsinto sin(3v)]dto. (A23)

0

Note that

cos (Btsinu) cosw du = — d sin(Btsinuj) (A24)
pt

and integrate the first term in (A23) by parts; this term gives rise

to

-l a- u
 IT/? -1 ^ 2 a u

-(3t) "a fe sin (Btsinu)] ' - 6 a a / e~ sinco sin(Bv)du . (A25)
+ 0 + " n

On noting that

a+ct_ = -B
2 (A26)

one sees that the integral in (A25) cancels the second term in (A23);

thus (A23) reduces to
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-(Bt) 1a sin(Bt), (A27)

and (A21) becomes

FQ2 = -2 / (1+32) 1 / 2 g"1 sin(Bt)dB- (A28)

Differentiating under the integral sign we obtain

3F <»
-—- = -2 / (1+B2)"V2 cos(Bt)dB

= -2 KQ(t) (A29)

where we have again used a well-known Fourier transform . Now for

241
t -> 0 we see from (A28) that F -> 0. Hence

F02 = " 2 / K0(t')df . (A30)

Combining (A20) and (A30) we obtain

FQ = ir, (A31)

which is our desired result. Note that the value of F is independent

of r as it should be, since the solution (44) was derived subject to

the condition of no flow into the crack.
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APPENDIX 3. EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS FOR THE EXTRA EIGENSOLUTION

Here we discuss the evaluation of three integrals

required in connection with the extra eigensolution:

! E / a"1q~1e~qU cos(8v)dB (A32a)
0

OO

7 = / o T ^ T ^ cos(|3v)d0 (A32b)
0

1 = j a"1q~16 e"qU sin(6v)dg, (A32c)
0

with

u = tcosu v = tsinw (A33)

? 1/2
q = (1+6 ) ' a = 1+q . (A34)

The integral S is required for the eigensolution (44) itself; the

other two integrals occur in the expressions for the derived current

components, viz.

j tr~1{s cosu - eU[K^(t) + I cosw + I sinu]} (A35a)

JQ = — tr {s sinw - e [7-, sinw - 7^ coso)]}?
o 2 1 2

again we have dropped the constant D, and S is given by (44).

(A35b)
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If u is large enough, the integrals (A32) may be

evaluated by a straightforward numerical integration; the transfor-

mation 3 = tan<() reduces the integration to a finite range. This

procedure is used in region A of fig. 16, which is the region in

which t >. t = .5 and 0 <_ oo £ n/6. In region B we still have t >_ t ,

but u can become small because cosw can approach 0. Here we replace

the integration along the positive real axis in the 3-plane by one

along a straight line from the origin to infinity at an angle 6 to

the real-3 axis. A simple application of contour integration tells

us the integrals along the new path are equal to those along the

old. Thus in B we use

TT/2
-1 -1S = / sec <f> d<j> Re {of q~ exp[ i (6+B | v | )-qu] }

0

TT/2

I = / sec'if d<j> Re {q expfi (6 + 8 j vj ) -qu] }
0

9 — 1 — 1
I = Sign(v) J sec $ tan<(> d<j> Im{a q exp [i (26+3| v | ) - qu ] }

0

(A36a)

(A36b)

(A36c)

with 3 = e tan<j>; relation (A34) are used inside the integrands. The

integrands in (A36) all contain an exponential factor of the form

exp{-t Re[q cosw -i 3 sin|u)h} . (A37)

For large \&\ we have q - 3; thus (A37) is approximately equal to

exp{-t tanif) cos[|uj - 6]}, (A38)
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and we get the most rapidly convergent integrand if we choose 6 = w

(the calculations are always carried out for positive values of to).

In practice it is better not to allow the path of integration to

approach too closely to the singularity at 8 = i, where q becomes

infinite. Thus, as a compromise we use:

6 = 0) for TT/6 < w <_ TT/3

6 = \ for TT/3 < u < TT/2 .

(A39)

In the region marked C in fig. 16 the exponential fac-

tor is too weak to provide adequate convergence for rapid numerical

evaluation. In this region we divide the range of integration into

two parts, 0 to L and L to °°; in the first part the method of region A

is used. In the second part the integrand is expanded in inverse

powers of 3 and integrated analytically term by term. We use

L
5 = / •••dB + ReiS^ (A40)

with
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I (1 + J u - j u 2 -

(A41)

I? (3 + t u - 12 u2 " i l u3 + ^ + ilS

1 ... 5 15 2 3 3 1 4 u5 u6 u' , „
+ — (5 + — u - — u - — u + — u + - - ) P +

16 8 8 16 16 192 2880 40320 9

The quanti t ies P are functions defined as the integrals

P = J e 6 Y 6 n dS (A42,
n

with C = u+iv. They may be calculated from the recursion relations

n P n + 1 = L~
n exp(-LC) - CPn (A43)

23)
starLnng from

P = E (w) = - Y - £n w - 2, T (A44)

m=l

in which w = hi,.



For the other two integrals we write:

L
/ * •• dB + Re{j } (A45a)
0

L
I = J ••• dB - Imfi.}. (A45b)

0 ^

1 1 u2
(1 + — u) P + —(1 + u + —)P - — (1 H

2 ^ 2 4 3 o

1(1 + u - ̂ ! - ^ P , + u „ u 2 u 3

8 6 4 8 5 _ (1 + u + _ _ _

j_ 2 3 4 5
_ ( 1 + U - H - - H - _ H _ + ^ _ ) p 7 ( A 4 6 )

u2 3 4 5 6
+ + )P8

The formula for I_ may be obtained from (A41) by replacing P , by P .
•£ n+i- n

Next we consider the special case of a) = —v. for which

u = 0 and v = t. After an elementary transformation (A32a) becomes

- (l+B2)"1/2]cosBt dB . (A47)

After an integration by parts we arrive at

,1 . - I 2-1/2 / 2-"?/2
S •= -t{-iT - J B (1+6 ) ' sinBt dB} + J (1+B ) cosBt dB. (A48)

i
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From reference (23) (page 376) we take

/ (1+62) 3 / 2 cosBt d|3 = tK (t).
0

(A49)

To get the remaining integral in (A48) define

W = / B """(l+B2)
0

dg (A50)

and note that

3t
== / (1+6

2,-1/2
cosBt d3 = K (t)

0

24)
Since W -*- 0 for t -> 0, we have

(A51)

W = / K (f) df.
0

(A50a)

Thus, for ui = — IT , one obtains

s = -17T + j K (f )df:
0

(A52)

If J. - see (A53b) - is to vanish for 6 = ±TT, it must
b

be true that I = S for u = —. This can be proved by reasoning simi-

lar to that in the preceding paragraph. One can also show that for

to = TT/2

TT/2 + / K0(f)dt'. (A53)
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These results were used in the numerical calculation for points along

the line u = IT/2 in fig. 16. They were also useful in checking

methods B and C in the neighbourhood of the point Q .

Another special case useful for checking is w = 0,

or v = 0, u = t. It is easily seen that

= TT1/2 t e t 0(1 2, 2t) (A54)

where U(a,b,z) is an irregular confluent hypergeometric function

defined in reference (23).
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APPENDIX 4, EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS FOR THE SINGULAR SOLUTIONS

In terms of the function defined by the integral

A(u,w) = / a 1 3 ~ 1 e q U sin(Pw)dg (A55)
0

the singular solutions (56) of Sec. 5 may be re-written as

B = 1 - 2TT 1 eU(A(u,t +v) + A(u,t -v) } (A56a)

= 2TT 1 eU{A(u,t2+v) + A(u,t2-v)}. (A56b)

Here 3 and a are as defined in Appendix 3. The currents derived from

these solutions may be expressed in terms of the integrals

oo

I3(u,w) = J g"1 e~qU sin(6w)d3 (A57a)
0

OO

I (u,w) = / a"1 e~qU cos(3w)d3. (A57b)
0

One finds

sin 9 ,, T . . • i
+ — (I.(u,t,+v) - I (u,t -v)) > (A58a)
-cos 2 4 1 4 ] >](

and
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+I3(u,Vv,,

cos I (I
4
(u't

2
+v> ' T4

( u't2-v))] (A58b)

The current (A58a) corresponds to the singular solution B , (A58b) to

B . In each case the upper member of an ambiguity is to be used for

J , the lower for J^.

The integrals (A55) and (A57) may be evaluated by the

methods explained in Appendix 3. In using fig. 16 one replaces v by w;

t and as are used in this Appendix for the polar coordinates of the

point (urw). Again the range of integration in region A is made finite

via the transformation (3 = tan<f>. In using method B for A and I it is

first necessary to remove the effect of the 3 factor, which would

otherwise generate a pole in the transformed integral. We do this by

subtracting and adding multiples of the integral

/ e sin(wB)B 1d6 = arctan (w/u) (valid for u > 0) (A59)

The resulting expressions are:

A = — e arctan(w/u)

7 7 / 2 - 1 1
± / csc<|> sec<}> d<(> Im{a exp (-uq+iB |w | ) - — exp (-u (1+6) + i 8 | w|) } (A60a)

0
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-u
L = e arctan (w/u)

/
+ J cscif sec<() di() Im{exp(-uq+iB| w| )-exp(-u(l+B)+iB|w| ) } (A60b)

0

1 1 / 2

I = / s e c <f> d<£ R e { a e x p ( - u q + i 3 | w | + i8)}. ( A 6 0 c )
0

In (A60a) and (A60b) choose the positive or negative sign in the

ambiguity ± as w is > 0 or < 0; A and I are zero for w = 0, at least

for u > 0. A H the integrands in (A60) are finite for 4> = 0, despite

outward appearances.

In region C we use

A

X3

7

L
= /

0

L
_ !

0

L

= J

• • • dB -

• •• dB -

• * • dB +

7m

7m

Re

A

I

7

(A61a)

(A61b)

(A61c)
0

Employing the same expansion technique as in Appendix 3, except that

now £ = u+iw, one finds:
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A = P2 - (1 + | u) P3 + | (1 + u + ^ u2)P4

2 3 4 5 6
1 u u u u u .

+ — (1 + u - — - — - — + + ) P
16 8 4 48 240 2880 8

4 5
(5 + 5u + H_ _ H_ _ «I_ + J L _ +l 6 3 40 360(5 + 5u + + + )p

128 l 6 3 40 360 5040' 9

( 5"f u 2 + ! i - §

To obtain I take the expression for A and replace P by P .

For w ->• 0 we have A •*• 0 for u > 0; I + 0 if u > 0

but I -*- — rr if u = 0. Also for w •> 0

eU / e X K (x)dx, (A64)
u
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For u = 0 the only special formula which has been

obtained is

I = — x (Sign of w). (A65)

Finally let us consider the behaviour of J for the

solution B when r = R and 9 -*• TT. All terms in (A58a) remain finite

except the one containing I (u,t.+v), which gives

Jlr ̂  7T~ltlRl1 J4 ( tl COS I' tl~tl Sin |} • (A66)

To evaluate I for 9 •+ T\ we need to use (A57b) with both u and w -*• 0.

Since I (0,0) diverges, the value of J is clearly infinite. The

second parameter in I. in (A66) goes to zero more rapidly than the

first as 9 ~v 77. Hence we can use (A64) , from which it is apparent

that J.. is proportional to in (TT-6) for 6 -*• ir An analogous

statement can be made about J^ on r = R .
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APPENDIX 5. INTEGRATED FLOW FOR THE SINGULAR SOLUTIONS

Let us calculate the integrated flow for the

singular solutions B and Br , dropping the factor D as usual. We

obtain J for B from (A58a) and for B from (A58b)

oo 7T/2

= 4tll-|- J g"1 sinBt1 dC / e ~q [cosBv cosu + a~1B sinBv sinu)]dw>

°° TT/2

F = 8tH / 0 singt dg / e q U[cos6v cosu +a 6 singv sinujdw . (A66b)
0 " 0

Note that the tu-integrand is the same in both versions of (A66). Inte-

grating the first term by parts produces

(Bt) 1sinBt + B 1(l~q) / e ( 1 q ) U sinBv sinw dw
0

Now B 1(l-q) = B 1(1 - (1+B2)1/2) = -Ba"1.

Thus the double-integral terms in (A66) cancel, leaving us with

{ ~ ~ / S~2 sinBt1 sinBt dfij (A67a)

ind

J B"2 sinBt2 sinBt dB . (A67b)
0



Now from reference (26) we take

3 sin3v <i& = — v for U >_ v >. 0. (A68)

Thus

and

Fl = for t <. t,

= 4(t-t1) for t >.

(A69)

= 4t2 for

= 4t for t < t.

(A70)

It is evident that both F and F are independent of

t, and hence of r, for t. >_ t >_ t , as is required by the condition

of zero flow into a crack stretching from r = R to r = R . But in

this case, unlike that of Appendix 2, there is flow into the crack

outside the physically significant region.
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APPENDIX 6. SPIALL-t EXPANSION OF S i

In the perturbation theory of Sec. 6 we need a small-t

expansion of the extra solution S given in equation (44a). The dif-

ficulties are all contained in the integral

oo

0
(A74)

wherein q and a are as defined in Appendix 3. We begin by noting that

q = ( 1 + B V / 2 = 6 + [(1+B2)1/2 - Bl

+ [ (1+B 2 ) 1 / 2 + 3] •"" = B + (q+B) 1 . (A75)

Thus the exponent ia l fac tor in (A74) may be wr i t t en as

00 _

-qu -Bu Y (-u) l O . - n ,«-,<-,
e n = e 2, j (q+B) . (A76)

n=0

We substitute (A76) in (A74) and interchange the order of the integra-

tion and the summation. The series so obtained is absolutely conver-

gent for all u >. 0. Since we are attempting to find an expansion for

S correct as far as terms of order t - as usual u = tcosu and

v = tsinoj -, we neglect all terms beyond the second in the series.

Thus

Sx * Io - u Ilf (A77)

with



and
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= / q 1a~ 1 e Bu cos£v dB (A78)

I = / q~1a~1(3+q)"1 e~Bu cosBv dB. (A79)
0

Since we require S to first order in t only, we may put u = v = 0

in evaluating I . Elementary integration then gives

7 - 2 Jin 2 - 1. (A80:

The evaluation of I requires a little more care.

We make use of the identity

Ct -1 = (1+q) 1 = 2 (B+q)"1 + [(1+q)"1 - 2 (B+q)'1]; (A81)

substituting in A78 we get (with £, = u+iv)

I = 2Re J e ? q (B+q)~ dB + J e" q cos3v [(1+q) l - 2(B+q) ]dB.
0 0

(A82)

Because the integrand of the second integral in (A82) falls off as

B for large 3 even for u = 0, we can evaluate the first two terms

in a Taylor series in power of u by differentiating under the integral

sign; the dependence on v can be ignored to the first order in t.

After some elementary integrations one finds that the second term in

(A82) contributes
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-1 + (2 Jln2 - j)u + ••• . (A83)

The first integral in (A83), which contains the analytically diffi-

cult terms, may be evaluated with the aid of a result given on page

285 of Watson's book ; the equation (7) with n = 1 gives

/
o

The functions on the right in (A84) are defined elsewhere in the book.

The small-|c| expansion of (A84) is

1 + I"? Jin 5+ \ (Y~£n2 - j) C + 0{c,2) ; (A85)

here y is Euler's cor.stant. Putting all the terms together and

making use of £ = te one gets

S = 1 + t Jlnt cosio - t a) sinu + (y-&n2) t cosu + 0(t ). (A86)

In order to calculate the quantities S. used in Sec. 6

what we actually require is
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e U S r K Q ( t ) - S 1

= - J l n t - ( y + l - £ n 2 ) - t Znt c c s m + t <J s i n u - ( y - J l n 2 ) t c o s OJ + • • • .

(A87)

The integral A(u,w) defined in (A55) of Appendix 4

can be treated in a fashion similar to that developed for S . Because

the analysis is'more complicated and because we make no important use

of the result, we shall quote it without further explanation:

1 2 2
A = - — w (1+u) £n(u +v )

1 2 2
[u + —(u -w )] arctan(w/u) (At!8)

(£n2 - y ) w + U n 2 - y - —)wu

The formulae (A86) and (A88) were both confirmed by

comparison with the results of numerical calculations carried out

with the methods (region C) described in appendices 3 and 4.



INNER EOUNDflRY

CRACK

OUTER
BOUNDARY

Fig. 1. Diagram, illustrating the region in which stress-influenced, two-dimen-

sional steady-state diffusion of hydrogen is assumed to occur. The hydrogen

concentration is hald fixed at the inner and outer circular boundaries. No

hydrogen is allowed to move into or across the crack, which extends from O to a

surface (r-ot shown) far away to the left. Between thd two circular boundaries

hydrogen diffuses in the presence of a spatially varying hydrostatic stress.
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Fig. 2.

mal transformation

This is the result of mapping the contour in fig. 1 via the confor-
-1/2

= Qz , where z = x+iy, X, = u+iv, and Q is a constant.
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Fig. 3. Plot of error in fitting to the boundary conditions on the inner and

outer circles against M, the number of functions G or H in the expansion; the
n n

number of free parameters is 2M+1. The lines labelled RMS give the root-mean-

square relative error at the points used in the fitting; those marked MAX give

the largest relative error at any point belonging to the set containing the

fitted points and their bisectors. The broken lines apply to the method of

Sec. 4, the continuous lines to that of Sec. 5 in which singular solutions are

included in the expansion. The test case chosen has R.,/R, = 100, V = V*, and
•£ 1 h

t1 = 0.7730: 30 fitting points are 'lsed on the inner circle, 15 on the outer.
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10 12 14

M

Fig. 4. Plot of the convergence of f (the dimensionless flow across the inner cir-

cular boundary) for increasing M (number of functions G or H in the expansion)

for the case used in fig. 3. The broken lines apply to the expansions of Sec. 4,

Lhe continuous lines to that of Sec. 5 in which singular solutions are included.
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Fig. 5. Representative plot of the radial particle current, J , along the inner

boundary (r=R ) against the polar angle 6. The broken line is the curve for cal-

culations by the expansion of Sec. 4, the continuous line for that of Sec. 5

(including singular solutions). The case chosen for illustration has R_/R =10,

and t, =0.2444; 21 points were used in the fitting on each circle and M=14.
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1
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t1

Fig. 6. Here we have a comparison of the graphs of (dimensionless) flow across

the inner boundary, f, against the parameter t' (proportional to the stress-

intensity factor) v»ith (V* = V, ) and without (V* = 0) stress-driven diffusion.
h

In each case the first- anu second-order approximations are also shown.



1.5

Fig. 7. The first- and second-order coefficients k. and k_ in the expansion

of f in powers of t^ - see equations 100 and 101 - are plotted against

K (~- v
h/

v*^ f o r several vc-ilues of p (E R /R ) . The broken lines refer to k .
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Fig. 8. Plots of dimensionless flow rate f against the parameter t. for the

indicated value of K (F V./V*). The numbers adjacent to the curves are values

of p R9/R1) Note the different scale in fig. 11.
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Fig. 9. See fig.
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Fig. 10. See fig. 8.
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Fig. 11. See fig. 3.
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K = CO OR V = 0

= 3 p = io

t1

Fig. 12. The dimensionless flow rate across the inner boundary, f, is plot-

ted against t.| (proportional to the stress-intensity factor) for different

values of p (S R /R ) for the case V =0 or K = •

dependent term is absent from the particle current.

In this case the stress-
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K = 1

1 _

t,

Fig. 13. Plot f /f - the ratio of flow to the growing part of the core to the

total flow to the core - against t. for K = 1. The labels on the curves are

values of p.
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Fig. 14. Ratio of hydrogen flow across the inner circular boundary, f, to

the same flow in the Dutton-Puls angular-independent approximation, f, plot-

ted against t, for K = 1. The labels are values of p.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of experimental values of hydrogen-induced crack propagation
4)

velocity for Zr-2.5 t% Nb with values obtained from the theory of Dutton and Puls

The curves labelled D-P calculate the hydrogen diffusion in the angular-independent

approximation; those labelled L-W use the more exact theory of this report. In each

case the broken curve is obtained from a first-order version of the theory. The
22)

curve S merely guides the eye through the experimental points of Simpson
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u

Fi>j.- 16. Different methods are used to evaluate the integral S^ of (44b) in

each of the three regions A, B, C into which the first quadrant of the (u,v)-

plane is divided. In describing the division the polar coordinates (t,u) are

convenient. The value of t actually used was 0.5. In region B slightly dif-
c x

ferent methods were used for to > and to < — ir. At the point Q, the results for

all three methods could be compared. Because a special method was available

along the line to = -JIT, three methods could also be compared at the point Q2.
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